
 

 

Shanghai, 16 October 2019
 

Air France, KLM and China Eastern announce plans to step up joint venture cooperation with the addition of Virgin

Atlantic
 
More travel options for customers who want to fly between Europe and China, focusing on United Kingdom to
China markets through a significantly improved commercial proposition
Increased customer benefits as the four airlines intend to form an enlarged joint venture between Europe and
China, with Virgin Atlantic joining the existing partnership that Air France and KLM form with China Eastern
Air France, KLM, China Eastern and Virgin Atlantic today signed a MOU concerning the extension of the existing joint venture between Air

France, KLM and China Eastern with the addition of Virgin Atlantic, thus providing customers with an increased choice of flights and itineraries

when traveling between Europe and China. The announcement reaffirms the Air France-KLM Group's commitment to the Chinese market,

having already implemented an enlarged scope of cooperation with China Eastern in January this year.

Scheduled to enter into force in spring 2020, the cooperation will offer customers an increased number of flights and itineraries between

Europe and China, further facilitated by mutual code-sharing, as well as competitive joint commercial propositions. The United Kingdom to

Shanghai markets and the connecting flight network within China are expected to be pivotal at a time where China Eastern and Virgin Atlantic

services linking London to Shanghai are part of the mutualized offer. It will open up a range of customer benefits when flying and connecting

across carriers, including the opportunity for customers to earn and redeem miles.

Patrick Alexandre, Executive Vice President, Commercial, Sales and Alliances at Air France KLM, commented: "We are very proud of

the partnership we have built over the past two decades with China Eastern, forming a leading Joint Venture supported by a powerful network

connecting our hubs in Amsterdam, Paris and Shanghai. With today's announcement, we look forward to welcoming on board Virgin Atlantic.

By combining our offers, we will create an even more attractive commercial proposition for customers, with an emphasis on the United K

ingdom to China markets."

 

Flight schedules

Air France, KLM and China Eastern's current Joint Venture schedules (summer 2019 season):

-          Air France:

twice-daily frequencies between Paris - Charles de Gaulle and Shanghai - Pudong
3-weekly frequencies (4-weekly in peak periods) between Paris-Charles de Gaulle and Wuhan

-          KLM:  12-weekly frequencies between Amsterdam - Schiphol and Shanghai - Pudong

-          China Eastern:

twice-daily frequencies between Shanghai - Pudong and Paris - Charles de Gaulle
4-weekly frequencies between Shanghai - Pudong and Amsterdam - Schiphol
3-weekly frequencies between Kunming and Paris-Charles de Gaulle
3-weekly frequencies between Qingdao and Paris-Charles de Gaulle
Services between London and Shanghai by Virgin Atlantic and China Eastern are intended to be included in the envisioned joint venture

cooperation (summer 2019 season):

-          Virgin Atlantic daily services to Shanghai - Pudong from London - Heathrow

-          China Eastern daily services from Shanghai - Pudong to London Heathrow and 3-weekly frequencies to London - Gatwick

 

About the Air France-KLM Group

A global giant with a strong European base, the Air France-KLM Group's main areas of business are passenger transport, cargo transport and
aeronautical maintenance.

Air France-KLM is the leading Group in terms of international traffic on departure from Europe. It offers its customers access to a network covering 314
destinations in 116 countries thanks to Air France, KLM Royal Dutch Airlines and Transavia. With a fleet of 548 aircraft and 101.4 million passengers
carried in 2018, Air France-KLM operates up to 2,300 daily flights, mainly from its hubs at Paris-Charles de Gaulle and Amsterdam-Schiphol.

Its Flying Blue frequent flyer programme is one of the leaders in Europe with over 15 million members.

Together with its partners Delta Air Lines and Alitalia, Air France and KLM operate the largest transatlantic joint venture with more than 275 daily flights.

The group also offers cargo transport and aeronautical maintenance solutions.



Air France and KLM are members of the SkyTeam alliance which has 19 member airlines, offering customers access to a global network of over 14,500
daily flights to more than 1,150 destinations in more than 175 countries.
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